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About This Game

Western Germany, March 1964... The last Great War rages on. Madness at the front lines. Men butchering each other. War-torn
Europe stands ripped apart by a front line that runs straight through the heart of Germany where American and Western

European troops battle against enemy forces. An eternal war seemingly with no end in sight. Opposing forces mercilessly attack
with unrelenting force, claiming small victories one day only to lose them the next.

As Lieutenant James Anderson you must infiltrate and destroy key enemy positions deep behind enemy lines. If successful, your
mission could finally put a stop to the carnage and restore what everybody has long since forgotten about: peace.

Inspired by real-world events and elements from WWI, WWII and modern warfare, Iron Storm brings the carnage!

A cross between a shooter and an adventure game that has you asking… what would the 1960s have been like had WWI
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never ended.

The fighting isn’t just on the ground… watch as the stock market directly impacts the fight

Six non-linear levels that require you to visit certain sections repeatedly with multiple ways to complete objectives

Solve puzzles, use stealth and cunning skills and shoot it out in single and multiplayer action

Find yourself in the trenches of WWI with environmental elements like barbed wire fences, bunkers, mines, gas warfare
and snipers

WWII comes to life as you use and battle automatic weapons, radar, tanks and flame throwers

Modern-day warfare is not missed though as helicopters, lasers, electronics and more will have you wishing you were
back in your mama’s womb
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Title: Iron Storm
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Microids
Publisher:
Microids
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2002
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English,French,Italian,German,Japanese
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HUH, god mode activated ?

There are 2 times some enemies are invulnerable unless you kill them in a specific way, that is game mechanics\/design failiure.
You will be killed by tanks, soldiers, helicopters, snipers instantly and they can shoot trough anything, walls, bunkers, caves, all,
good luck with the rage.

3\/10 rating.

Get Serious Sam or Painkiller instead of this, those are crazy but fun, this isn't.. I've read a number of reveiws of this game,
mostly negative. Quite frankly I don't understand why. I've owned the disk version of this game for some time now and have
played it nearly a dozen times. It is what I like to call one of my "perennial favorites", or more specifically, one of those games I
play every couple of years. Now having picked it up on Steam for a mere $1.03 I'm enjoying it yet again.
 Iron Storm has immersive atmosphere, cool weapons and satisfying, challenging combat. The story, while nothing particularly
original manages to drag me in and keep me there. You embark on a seemingly simple objective but circumstance makes the
goal anything but simple. There are some tricky parts that leave you wondering what you are supposed to do or where to go but
they are few and once figured out pose no problem.
 The level design is quite good for a straight forward shooter with some good indoor and outdoor combat. Graphics are dated
but pleasing enough. Sound, especially ambient noises are quite good, as is the voice acting, what little there is.
 One of the biggest complaints was the ending, I won't spoil it for you but I felt it was one one of the best conclusions to a game
I've had the pleasure to experience, one that fit aptly the somber and dark mood that prevails throughout the game.. Metacritic
score of 69\/100. AWWW YEAH!!!!. Unique storyline. Suprisingly fun.. wtf is dis shieeeet \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665.
There's something that I find charming about this game. So far I've played about 90 minutes and it's "good enough" for an old
game, It has some challenge to it, which makes it fun. Offers both first and third person perspectives for shooting.
7\/10
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A great alternate history FPS.
The good:

- Gunplay is pretty good. The rocket launcher especially feels beefy truly.

- Fantastic war atmosphere.

The bad:

- Of what I so far have played, the fight in narrow corridors against the VERY heavily armored guy with a portable autocannon,
is seriously frustrating. Only way to have it be playable is save ammo for the rocket launcher and try quickly offing him with it..

If you want a great war premise shooter, I recommend! Be warned, the difficulty at times is brutal.. Ironstorm is one of these
games that really annoys me.

Mostly because of how it's just a lot of wasted potential. It's a game with an extremely original premise, and it's bogged down by
convoluted objectives and forced stealth missions.

Ironstorm takes place in an alternate history 1964, where World War 1 never ended. So you have things like trenches and
mustard gas, but you also have automatic weapons and nukes. This premise is very good and I've never seen a game attempt
something like this. Indeed the action segments of the game are passable and remind you a great deal of Return to Castle
Wolfenstein.

Unfortunately the designers ruined this by having convoluted objectives like forced stealth segments. Ones where you require a
strategy guide to get past. Or nearly impossible objectives like luring a tank to a prior area without getting instantly killed by it's
gun.

The game is okay if you're particularly masochistic and don't mind looking a lot of the solutions up. But if you're looking for a
quality fps experience that feels tested and polished look elsewhere.

Also note the screenshots for this game on the Steam store are misleading. They're screenshots from the later PS2 port. If you
wish more accurate screenshots check out the Gog version.. WOW!!! This is amazing! great singleplayer campaign on ww1 in
the 1960s. its like play wolfenstein 2014 but game was make in 2002! So many weapons and open levels! most non-linear.
Multiplayer was so epic. Sniper wars across a big map felt like it was fallout 3 but mutliplayer!!! A must have. I hope they have
servers up the tend to appear and dissappear. someone should really make a dedicated permant server. Many thanx if someone
could Multiplayer was amzing!!! :D. pointless .. It's really good.
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